Butterflies
By Artist Lainey Hattaway
•
•
•

Drybrushing
Glitter Accents
Floral Accents

Mold
Clay Magic Inc.
(2) 3543 Flitter Butterfly
Royal Brush
Majestic Series 4170 Filberts #4, 6, 8
White Bristle Round R9325 #2, 4, 6, 8
R4595 Short Liner #10/0
National Artcraft

271-010-05 Cleaning Tool
308-994-05 Greenware Cleaning Pad
295-050-05 Sponge
271-021-02 Stylus
Americana DecoArt Acrylics
DA01 Snow Titanium White
DA029 Boysenberry Pink
DA032 Lilac
DA060 Mocha
DA067 Lamp Ebony Black
DA101Dioxazine Purple
DA150 Royal Purple
DA155 Soft Black
DA241 Light Mocha
DA251 Melon
DA267 Poodleskirt Pink
DA274 Carousel Pink
Americana Glamour Dust Glitter Paint
DGD22 Purple Passion
DGD10 Celebration Pink
Sealer
DAS13-DecoArt Matte Spray
Miscellaneous
Brown Paper Bag
Large Wooden Base
E-6000
Hot Glue Gun
Green Moss
Artificial Flowers
Cleaning:
Step 1: Clean the greenware with the cleaning tool and sand the seams with green grit. Further smooth seams with a
damp sponge. Use a stylus to replace any lost detail.
Step 2: Fire to cone 04.

Purple Butterfly Basecoat:
Step 3: Paint the face with Mocha.
Step 4: Paint the hands, feet, head, antennas and every other band of the body with Lamp Ebony Black.
Step 5: Paint the neck, every other loop on the wings front and back and the rest of the bands on the body with
Dioxazine Purple. Refer to the picture for placement.
Step 6: Paint the rest of the loops on the inside of the wings and the outer edge of the wings with Poodleskirt pink.
Pink Butterfly Basecoat:
Step 3: Paint the face with Mocha.
Step 4: Paint the hands, feet, head, antennas and every other band of the body with Lamp Ebony Black.
Step 5: Paint the neck, every other loop on the wings front and back and the rest of the bands on the body with
Boysenberry Pink. Refer to the picture for placement.
Step 6: Paint the rest of the loops on the inside of the wings and the outer edge of the wings with Lilac.

Drybrush:

Use a stiff bristle brush and repeatedly swipe the brush across a paper bag until only a trace amount of color comes
from brush. Use this same soft scrubbing motion when painting. Move the brush in the opposite direction of any
detail. Let the piece dry between coats. Drybrush up until the desired color is achieved.
Purple Butterfly Drybrush:
Step 7: Drybrush Light Mocha on the face, be sure to let each coat dry before starting the next; bring the color up to
the desired shade.
Step 8: Using the same brush dip into Melon and lightly blush the checks.
Step 9: Drybrush Soft Black on the hands, feet, head, antennas and every other band of the body.
Step 10: Drybrush Royal Purple around the neck, every other loop on the wings front and back and the rest of the
bands on the body. Refer to the picture for placement.
Step 11: Use the stylus to add polka dots with Snow Titanium White to the antennas and the black bands on the
belly.
Step 12: Paint the eyes, nose and the outline of the mouth with Lamp Ebony Black.
Pink Butterfly Drybrush:
Step 7: Drybrush Light Mocha on the face, be sure to let each coat dry before starting the next, bring the color up to
the desired shade.
Step 8: Using the same brush, dip into Melon and lightly blush the checks.
Step 9: Drybrush Soft Black on the hands, feet, head, antennas and every other band of the body.
Step 10: Drybrush Carousel Pink around the neck, every other loop on the wings front and back and the rest of the
bands on the body. Refer to the picture for placement.
Step 11: Use the stylus to add polka dots with Snow Titanium White to the antennas and the black bands on the
belly.
Step 12: Paint the eyes, nose and the outline of the mouth with Lamp Ebony Black.
Details:
Step 13: Spray with Matte Spray and let dry completely.
Step 14: Paint the Purple Princess Glitter on the lilac colored loops only. Refer to picture for placement.
Step 15: Paint the Celebration Pink Glitter on the Poodleskirt colored loops on the wings only. Refer to picture for
placement.
Step 16: Paint Medium Hauser on the top of the wood base.
Step 17: Use E-6000 to glue the butterflies onto the base and let dry.
Step 18: Glue the moss around the butterflies with hot glue. Use the hot glue to add in different flowers all around
the butterflies.
Sources:
art.royalbrush.com
decoart.com/americana/acrylics
nationalartcraft.com
claymagicinc.com

